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Introduction to Phonology 
LSA Summer Institute 2019 
Instructor: Laura J. Downing 

 
Assignment 1: Formalizing underlying representations (phonemes) and phonological processes 
using distinctive features. For this assignment, assume the set of distinctive features in Zsiga, 
chapter 12. (These are also the ones presented in class.) 
 
The assignment is to be submitted using ORBUND by noon on 2 July. 
 
1.-3. The first 3 problems are from Zsiga, pp 273-274, nos. 8, 9, 10. In case you do not have 
access to the book, I have copied these 3 problems below: 
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c.  ____________  ______________
d. i ____________  ______________
e. j ____________ i ______________
f. k ____________ x _____________
g. q ____________ k _____________
h. æ ___________  _____________
i. u ____________ o _____________
j.  ____________ f ______________
k. t ____________ θ _____________

7. In each pair listed below, the segments differ in the presence or absence of a unary 
feature. Fill in the feature on the sound for which it is specified.

a. p ____________ ph _____SG_____
b. m __Nasal_____ b _____________
c. ____________ d _____________
d. õ ____________ o _____________
e. k’ ____________ k _____________
f. l ____________ d _____________

8. Imagine a language that has the inventory shown below. Nine of the circled sets of 
sounds are natural classes. Describe each class in terms of distinctive features, using 
only the features defined in this chapter, and being mindful of which features are 
unary and which binary. Use as few features as possible to uniquely identify each set 
relative to the whole inventory. Indicate the set that is not a natural class. [ ] is a 
retroflex approximant.
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9. Assuming the same inventory, list the features that define the following natural 
classes:

a. fricatives
b. high vowels
c. velar stops
d. voiced affricate
e. glides
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4. Phonological analysis: there are two problem sets to work through. 
a. Lamba verb stems (Bantu; Kenstowicz &Kisseberth, pp 71-72): Identify the alternating 

phonetic shapes of the neuter suffix and of the base verb.  
i. Using distinctive features, characterize the underlying form of the vowel of the neuter 

suffix and define the phonological context predicting the surface forms. 
ii. Are [k, ʧ, s, ʃ] all 4 contrastive phonemes? Or are some of these sounds allophones of 
some other(s)? If allophones, choose the underlying phoneme(s) and, using distinctive 
features, define the phonological context predicting the surface forms. 
iii. Show how your analysis works by giving the underlying forms of the Past and Neuter 
forms of ‘do’, ‘cut’, ‘wound’ and ‘receive’, and then demonstrate that the processes you 
propose in ii. derive the correct surface forms. 
 

Past (base-a) Passive (Base-w-a) Neuter (Base-Vk-a) Gloss 
[ʧita] [ʧitwa] [ʧitika] ’do’ 
[tula] [tulwa] [tulika] ’dig’ 
[ʧeta] [ʧetwa] [ʧeteka] ’spy’ 
[fisa] [fiswa] [fiʃika] ’hide’ 
[ʧesa] [ʧeswa] [ʧeseka] ’cut’ 
[kosa] [koswa] [koseka] ’be strong’ 
[lasa] [laswa] [laʃika] ’wound’ 
[kaka] [kakwa] [kaʧika] ’tie’ 
[poka] [pokwa] [pokeka] ’receive’ 
[ʃika] [ʃikwa] [ʃiʧika] ’bury’ 
[seka] [sekwa] [sekeka] ’laugh at’ 
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10. Assuming the same inventory, list the sounds that comprise the following natural 
classes:

a. [−voice, +continuant]
b. [dorsal, +consonantal]
c. [+anterior]
d. [round]
e. [+delayed release, +voice]

further research

11. Find a grammar book or dictionary that lists the segment inventory of a language, 
and repeat exercises 8 to 10 with that inventory. Circle groups of sounds that you 
suspect should be natural classes, and see if you can define them using the features 
presented here.

12. Repeat exercise 11 with a made-up inventory. Repeat with different sets of sounds 
until you feel confident in your ability to define natural classes with distinctive 
features.

Go online Visit the book’s companion website for additional resources relating to this chapter 
at: http://www.wiley.com/go/zsiga.
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b. Turkish (Sourcebook, pp 47-48; Clements & Keyser’s problem book); IPA transcription used; 
colons indicate long vowels 
i. Using distinctive features, characterize the predictable context(s) accounting for 

alternations in the surface forms of the possessive and nominative plural suffixes. 
Two processes are involved. 

ii. In the last 4 forms, a vowel is present in some forms of the nouns but absent in the 
possessive. Is the vowel inserted or deleted? Give arguments supporting your 
decision. 

iii. Show how the data in the last 4 forms supports your analysis of the vowel 
alternations in ii. To do this, give the underlying forms you propose for the paradigms 
(Nominative, Possessive and Nominative plural) for ‘sheep’, ‘chest’, ‘color’ and ‘life’, 
and show how the processes you propose derive the correct surface forms. 
 

Nominative Possessive Nominative pl. Gloss 
kojun kojunu kojunlar sheep 
deniz denizi denizler sea 
saʧ saʧɨ saʧlar hair 
at atɨ atlar horse 
gyʧ gyʤy gyʧler power 
renk rengi renkler color 
sarp sarpɨ sarplar steep 
alt altɨ altlar bottom 
kap kabɨ kaplar container 
tat tadɨ tatlar taste 
kojun kojnu kojunlar chest 
ymyr ymry ymyrler life 
fikir fikri fikirler idea 
kɨsɨm kɨsmɨ kɨsɨmlar part 

 
 


